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Abstract

The Ugandan Passiflora virus (UPV) is an economically devastating virus affecting
passion fruit (Passiflora edulis Sims), and a close relative of the Bean common mosaic

necrosis virus (BCMNV). Using publicly available sequences, we studied the
evolutionary relationship between the two viral species to understand UPV’s viral
origin and evolutionary pressures associated with its emergence.  Seven UPV virus
sequences obtained from our previous study were used to identify 59 complete genome
sequences with at least 70% similarity with our query and sequence coverage through
batch-BLASTn on the NCBI website. Eleven recombination breakpoints (RBP) were
revealed evidencing several recombination events within the viral sequences, including
UPV as a recombinant of BCMNV (major parent) and a strain of the Watermelon

mosaic virus (minor parent). Intensified selection and episodic selection, as well as
the existence of positively selected sites and several selective sweep events were
detected around the RBPs, indicating that the high recombination rates could have
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maintained genetic diversity within the viruses in the presence of positive selection.
Besides, some of the viruses, including UPV, harbored unique conserved protein domains,
suggesting that their emergence could have been through function gains, allowing
colonization of new environments and hosts. This is the first computational report that
elucidates the viral evolutionary origin of UPV and provides hypothetical evidence that
it likely evolved from BCMNV, mainly through recombination. The results we present,
however, need to be further investigated with the discovery and inclusion of more
UPV isolate sequences to confirm its evolutionary relationship with other potyviruses.
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Introduction

Passion fruit (Passiflora edulis Sims) is a widely cultivated perennial vine native to
South America, which thrives in tropical and subtropical regions worldwide. Its
economic importance is evident in countries such as Australia, Hawaii, Malaysia, Sri
Lanka, and Taiwan where the crop is commercially grown (Gioppato et al., 2019;
de Carvalho et al., 2021). In Africa, passion fruit plays a significant role in increasing
the income of small-scale farmers, particularly in Uganda, where it serves as a crucial
cash crop for disadvantaged farmers (Ochwo-Ssemakula et al., 2012; Atukunda et

al., 2018). However, viral diseases pose a significant threat to passion fruit production,
with the woodiness disease being one of the most prevalent and destructive (Cerqueira-
Silva et al., 2014). The woodiness disease causes a range of symptoms, including
foliar mosaic, fruit woodiness, and deformation, leading to substantial yield losses
and a shortened lifespan for passion fruit orchards (Ochwo-Ssemakula et al., 2012).

The causal agent of passion fruit woodiness disease (PWD) was  identified as the
Passion fruit woodiness virus (PWV) in Australia in 1973 (Cerqueira-Silva et al.,
2014). The virus was later discovered in other regions, such as Brazil, which reported
PWV as the primary pathogen responsible for PWD (Cerqueira-Silva et al., 2014).
However, subsequent investigations in Brazil and South Africa revealed that the
Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus (CABMV) was responsible for PWD in those
regions (Mendes et al., 2022; Coutinho and Wingfield, 2022). In Japan, the East

Asian Passiflora virus (EAPV) was identified as the causal agent (Iwai et al.,
2006), while Uganda has the Ugandan Passiflora virus (UPV) associated with
PWD (Ochwo-Ssemakula et al., 2012; Mbeyagala et al., 2019). UPV is an RNA
potyvirus that shares evolutionary similarities with the Bean common mosaic necrosis

virus (BCMNV), another potyvirus species found in common bean  (Ochwo-
Ssemakula et al., 2012). The availability of a near-complete genome sequence for
UPV (accession number MK110656 in GenBank) has created opportunities for
comparative evolutionary analyses, particularly in relation to BCMNV. These analyses
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can provide insights into the origin and evolution of UPV, thereby informing future
management strategies.  Both UPV and BCMNV have single-stranded RNA genomes,
approximately 9,500-10,000 and 9,200-9,800 nucleotides in length, respectively.
Their genome organizations include untranslated regions (UTRs) at the 5' and 3'
ends, containing regulatory elements for replication, translation, and packaging.
Multiple open reading frames (ORFs) within the genome encode various proteins,
with the coat protein (CP) gene specifically responsible for forming the viral capsid.

The evolution and adaptation of viruses, including plant viruses such as potyviruses,
is driven by several important genetic phenomena, including recombination, selection
pressure, selective sweeps, and genetic hitchhiking. These processes contribute to
diversification and emergence of new viral variants, which can have implications for
viral pathogenicity, host range, and transmission dynamics. Recombination is a
significant phenomenon in the evolution of viruses and can play a crucial role in their
emergence and adaptation to new hosts or environments. Recombination occurs
when two different viral genomes co-infect the same host cell, leading to exchange of
genetic material. This process can result in the generation of novel viral variants with
altered characteristics, including enhanced virulence or altered host range (Gibbs
and Weiller, 1999). Selection pressure is another important factor shaping the evolution
of viruses. Viruses face constant selective pressures from the host immune system,
antiviral treatments, and environmental factors. These pressures drive the selection
of genetic variants that confer a fitness advantage, allowing the virus to better evade
host defenses or adapt to new conditions (Holmes, 2009). Selective sweeps occur
when a beneficial mutation or genetic variant rapidly spreads through a viral population
due to strong positive selection. This process can lead to fixation of advantageous
alleles and rapid evolution of viral populations (Smith and Haigh, 1974). Genetic
hitchhiking refers to the phenomenon where a beneficial mutation or genetic variant
spreads through a population due to its physical linkage to another beneficial allele.
When one allele experiences positive selection, the genetic variants linked to it may
also increase in frequency, even if they do not directly contribute to the fitness
advantage (Smith and Haigh, 1974). This process can result in the spread of linked
alleles that may have both positive and negative effects on viral fitness.

In this study, we conducted an in-depth analysis of the evolutionary relationship
between UPV and other potyviruses, with a focus on providing computational
evidence supporting the hypothesis that UPV likely evolved from BCMNV through
recombination. By investigating the genetic variation and patterns of selection in the
UPV genome, we aimed to identify signatures of recombination events and selective
pressures that have shaped the evolution of this virus. Additionally, we examined the
potential effects of selective sweeps and genetic hitchhiking on the spread of
advantageous genetic variants in UPV populations.
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By elucidating the genetic mechanisms underlying the emergence and spread of UPV,
this research aims to contribute to improved prevention and management strategies
for the woodiness disease in passion fruit. Understanding the evolutionary dynamics
of UPV and its relationship to other potyviruses can inform the development of targeted
approaches for disease prevention and management, ultimately safeguarding passion
fruit production worldwide.

Materials and methods

Nucleotide sequence blasting and protein sequence retrieval

Seven UPV virus sequences (one complete genome [accession number
MK110656.1] and six polyprotein sequences [accession numbers FJ896003.1,
FJ896000.1, FJ896001.1, FJ896002.1, MK132862.1, and JF427623.1]), obtained
from a previous study (Ochwo-Ssemakula et al., 2012), were batch-blasted
(BLASTn) against the national NCBI databases. The blast parameters were: Standard
Database = Nucleotide collection (nr/nt), Organism = Potyviridae, Optimized for =
Somewhat similar sequences (blastn), Percent Identity = 70%, and Percent Coverage
= 70%.

Pairwise similarities among the viral sequences were estimated using the Sequence
Demarcation Tool (STD 1.2) with ClustalW as a multiple-alignment tool (Muhire,
Varsani and Martin, 2014). Sequences were entered in the Open Reading Frame
Finder (ORF Finder, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/orffinder/) on the NCBI database
to retrieve their corresponding protein sequences along with their untranslated
nucleotide sequences (59-correspond). The “ATG only” option was selected to
determine the start codon which corresponds with the selected genetic code
“Standard.” For each virus, the protein with the longest sequence was considered.

Analysis of viral recombination

Viral sequence recombination was assessed using the Recombination Detection
Program (RDP) version 5 (Martin et al., 2021) with multiple methods: RDP,
GENECONV, Bootscan, Maxchi, Chimaera, SiScan, PhylPro, LARD, and 3Seq.
Recombination was considered if detected by at least three methods (Wainaina et

al., 2019) at P < 0.05. The Datamonkey database (https://www.datamonkey.org,
Weaver et al., 2018) was used with the GARD method (Kosakovsky Pond et al.,
2006) to confirm recombination points within the 59-original codon-aligned sequences.
Breakpoint-partitioned sequence data and corresponding phylogenetic trees for each
partition were obtained as a nexus file for molecular evolution analyses.
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Phylogenetic analyses and conserved protein domain (CPD) search

Original and partitioned sets of nucleotide sequences and protein sequences were
multiple-aligned separately using ClustalX 2.1 (Thompson et al., 1997). The 59-
correspond sequence alignment from ClustalX was additionally aligned using the
JCoDA 1.4 program (Steinway et al., 2010) for downstream evolutionary analyses,
resulting in an alignment of 3231 codons. A phylogenetic tree of the 59-original
alignment was constructed in MEGA-X (Kumar et al., 2018) with the Sugarcane
streak mosaic virus (SCSMV) complete genome sequence as an outgroup, using the
maximum likelihood method with 1000 bootstrap repetitions. The aligned protein
sequences underwent CPD batch-searches on the NCBI conserved domain search
platform (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/bwrpsb/bwrpsb.cgi, Marchler-
Bauer et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2020) with default parameters. The complete analysis
output was retrieved and locally analyzed to identify unique conserved domains for
specific viral species.

Analysis of evolutionary processes

Identification of viral regions affected by selective sweeps

Selective sweeps were detected using two approaches: OmegaPlus 3.0.3 (Alachiotis
et al., 2012), a linkage-disequilibrium-based method, and SweeD 3.0 (Pavlidis et

al., 2013), a likelihood-based method. Both programs were implemented in the
Ubuntu 20.04 Linux environment.

Pairwise nonsynonymous  to synonymous rates among viral sequences

Selection pressures on viral sequences were determined by comparing the rate (K)
of nonsynonymous (dN) to synonymous (dS) substitutions among the 59 codon-
aligned viral sequences, with K = dN/dS. A K < 1 indicates purifying selection, K >
1 signifies positive selection, and K = 1 suggests neutral selection. For this analysis,
K values between 0.98 and 1.02 were considered neutral selection. The online
platform SNAP (Bromberg and Rost, 2007) was utilized, which employs a neural
network-based method incorporating biophysical characteristics of nucleotide
substitutions and evolutionary information to predict the likelihood of a mutation altering
a protein (Bromberg and Rost, 2007).

Branch-level and codon-level selection pressures acting on viral sequences

Evolutionary processes were examined on the Datamonkey database to detect
pervasive or episodic positive and negative selection at both branch and codon levels
(Weaver et al., 2018; Spielman et al., 2019) within the 59 sequences. Branch-level
methods were used for non-partitioned codon-aligned sequences, while codon-level
methods were employed for partitioned sequences.
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Investigation of branch-level selection pressures

Branch-level methods were employed to detect differential selection on specific
branches compared to the rest of the phylogeny. These methods included RELAX
(Wertheim et al., 2015), BUSTED (Branch-site Unrestricted Statistical Test for
Episodic Diversification), and aBSREL (Smith et al., 2015).

RELAX determines whether a subset of branches underwent relaxed (or intensified)
positive or negative selection compared to the reference branches. Statistical
significance is determined through a Likelihood Ratio Test (Anisimova, 2019; Spielman
et al., 2019). The RELAX analysis considered three clusters (18 in blue shade, 14
in pink shade, and 12 sequences in green shade) identified by the Maximum Likelihood
Tree, as well as single-branch selections including recombinant and the minor and
major parents of UPV (Fig. 1). All internal nodes linking selected sequences to their
earliest common branch were also included in the test for each selection.

BUSTED examines whether branches in the phylogeny experience gene-wide positive
pervasive or episodic selection. Each branch-site combination is assumed to evolve
with specific ω values, and three-rate ω distributions are estimated from the entire
alignment (Anisimova, 2019; Spielman et al., 2019). The same selection as in the
RELAX method (Fig. 1) is applied to determine the foreground and reference lineages.

The aBSREL method identifies codons on specific branches subject to positive
selection. The optimal number of evolutionary rate categories per branch is inferred
using a small-sample Akaike Information Criterion correction (AICc). Statistical
significance is assessed using a mixture of chi-square distributions, and the resulting
P-values were corrected for multiple testing using a Bonferroni-Holms procedure to
control false-positive rates (Anisimova, 2019; Spielman et al., 2019).

Investigation of codon-level selection pressures

The branch-level methods described above do not pinpoint the specific codons
involved in positive selection on selected branches. However, the codon-level method,
MEME (Mixed-Effect Model of Evolution, Murrell et al., 2012), offers the most
powerful approach for detecting positively-selected codons and identifying the
branches under selection on these codons (Spielman et al., 2019). MEME detects
both pervasive and episodic selection, and positively-selected codons were
considered significant at P-value thresholds of 0.05 and 0.1, with the latter being the
default and less conservative threshold (Anisimova, 2019; Spielman et al., 2019).
Branches were deemed under selection on positively-selected codons if their Empirical
Bayes Factor (EBF) exceeded 100, the default threshold. To investigate pervasive
diversifying selection, common in pathogens due to host immune escape and the
evolutionary arms race, the FUBAR (Fast Unconstrained Bayesian AppRoximation)
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree showing the different sets of branches selected as a test in
the RELAX and BUSTED analyses. The sequences shaded in green were first tested,
then these plus the ones shaded in pink were tested, and finally, the sets shaded in
green, pink, and purple were also tested together.
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program implemented in the Datamonkey platform was employed. FUBAR identifies
sites subject to strong selective pressures across the entire phylogeny, with a default
posterior probability of 0.9 indicating pervasive positive (directional) selection
(Anisimova, 2019; Spielman et al., 2019).

Results

Viral sequence identities

Blastn analysis yielded 100 hits, including 59 complete viral genomes (ranging from
9000nt to 11,000nt in length) and 40 polyproteins (S11). The focus was on the 59
complete viral genomes, with percent identities ranging from 100% for the Ugandan
Passiflora virus (UPV, accession number MK1106565.1) to 69.33% for Cowpea
aphid-borne mosaic virus isolate CABMV/BJL1 (MN124782.1_CABMV_BJL1)
(Fig. 2). The closest sequences to UPV in terms of percent identity were Bean
common mosaic virus strain Peanut stripe virus isolate Laixi
(KF439722.1_BCMV_psv_Laixi) (72.38%) and Bean common mosaic virus isolate
LNSe (MH568695.1_BCMV_LNSe) (72.26%) (Fig. 3). Sequence lengths varied
from 9608 bp for Bean common mosaic necrosis virus isolate N3 (BCMNV_N3,
accession number MH169565.1) to 10151 bp for East African Passiflora virus isolate
EAPV_IB_dpd (EAPV_IB_dpd, accession number KT724930.1).

Phylogenetic relationship, recombination, and selective sweeps within the viral

sequences

The phylogenetic relationship among viral sequences revealed two main clusters: one
consisting of 40 Bean common mosaic virus isolates and one Peanut stripe virus

(PSV) isolate (Cluster 1), and another cluster comprising 18 viruses of different
species, including UPV (Cluster 2) (Fig. 4). UPV closely clustered with five BCMNV
isolates within the second cluster. This sub-cluster, along with six CABMV isolates,
formed a larger group with a bootstrap value of 96%. This group of 12 viruses was
further grouped with six isolates from three species: four Watermelon mosaic virus

(WMV) isolates, one Passion fruit woodiness virus (PWV) isolate, and one EAPV
isolate.

Recombination was detected within the viral sequences using both the GARD algorithm
and the RDP5 software. The GARD algorithm identified 11 breakpoints in the viral
sequence alignment, resulting in 12 partitions (1-536, 537-1256, 1257-1779, 1780-
2677, 2678-3332, 3333-3993, 3994-6017, 6018-6752, 6753-7832, 7833-8667,
8668-9185) (Fig. 5A). The RDP5 software detected several triplets of recombinant

1a file with supplementary  information for this paper was deposited with the journal and can be
requested via mujaes.caes@mak.ac.ug
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Figure 2.  Query-to-hit sequence percent identity and sequence length of the 59 complete genome viral sequences resulting from the Blastn
analysis.
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Figure 3.   Pairwise percent identity among all the 59 viral sequences.
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and parental sequences, forming recombination clusters (RC) where shared parental
lines were present (Fig. 4). Fifty-six out of the 59 viruses showed evidence of
involvement in viral recombination, with 35 as recombinants, 46 as minor parents,
and 37 as major parents. UPV was identified as a recombinant, with BCMNV
isolate N3 as the major parent and WMV isolate RKG as the minor parent (Fig. 4).
However, this recombination event was flagged as potentially misidentified, although
all three methods (Maxchi, Chimera, and 3seq) showed significance of at least 0.05.
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Figure 4.   Maximum likelihood phylogenetic relationship amongst the viral sequences.
Information is also provided for recombination clusters (RC) sharing major (MjP) and/
or minor (MnP) parents resulting from the recombination analysis. All viruses in a
recombination cluster are detected as recombinants from parents either clustered with
these or located in other clusters. The bootstrap color legend ranges for 1=100% to
0.17=17%.

0.09

NC_014037.1_
SSMV

The major parent of UPV, BCMNV isolate N3, appeared to be a product of another
recombination event involving BCMNV isolate INIFAP SJ12 as the major parent
and either or both BCMV isolate 1755b and BCMV strain TN1 as possible minor
parents.

Recombination analysis revealed three additional recombination clusters (RCs) outside
the one involving UPV and its parental sequences. RC1 consisted of isolates of
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BCMNV and BCMV, with potential major or minor parents identified. RC2 and
RC3 were uniquely represented by BCMV isolates, with specific minor parents but
unknown major parents. Selective sweep analysis identified several genomic regions
in the viral genome where selective sweeps occurred (Fig. 5C). These selective
sweep regions were often found around recombination breakpoints, although results
from the two methods did not match exactly. Similar trends were observed for positively
selected sites detected by the MEME and FUBAR programs (Fig. 5D). Fourteen
sites showed significant pervasive positive selection in specific partitions according
to both methods (Fig. 5E).

Pairwise viral sequence nonsynonymous to synonymous mutation rates

Most viral sequence pairs showed rates of nonsynonymous (dN) to synonymous
(dS) mutation ratios below 1, indicating a prevalence of purifying selection among
the studied viral genomes (Fig. 6). This negative selection pattern was observed in
pairs involving the recombinant UPV, its potential major and minor parents, and all
other sequences compared with UPV. Only a few viral sequence pairs exhibited a
ratio (K) greater than 1. These pairs included specific combinations such as Bean
common mosaic virus isolates DXH025 and DXH021, Watermelon mosaic virus
isolates CHI87-620 and C06-188, Bean common mosaic necrosis virus isolates
1755b and N3, Bean common mosaic virus isolates MS1 and 424, and Bean common
mosaic necrosis virus strain TN1 and isolate N3. Additionally, six viral sequence
pairs showed K values close to 1, indicating neutral selection (Fig. 6).

Branch-level selection pressures on the viral genomes

With the RELAX algorithm, positive selection was observed in all tested sets of
branches, except for the branch involving the UPV viral sequence (recombinant) and
its minor parent KM597070.1_WMV_RKG (Table 1). BUSTED analysis also
confirmed these results, except for the major parent of the UPV recombinant,
MH169565.1_BCMNV_N3, which did not show significant evidence of gene-wide
positive selection at a significance level of 0.05. Both analyses indicated that the
UPV sequence experienced purifying selection rather than positive selection, consistent
with the dN/dS ratios observed in pairwise comparisons of the virus.

To investigate individual branches with codons under positive selection, the aBSREL
algorithm was used since RELAX and BUSTED do not provide such information.
Among the 112 tested branches, the complexity model of 1 ω rate class described
62 branches, but none showed positive selection (Table 2).  A 2 ω rate class model
was best fit for 45 branches, covering 95% of the tree length, with 11 branches
exhibiting positive selection at a p-value threshold of 0.05. The 3 ω rate class model
described five branches (4.9% of the tree length), but no branch showed selection
under this model.
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Figure 5. Structure with the viral sequences. A: The best placement of breakpoints inferred by the GARD algorithm for each number of breakpoints
considered. B: The improvement in the corrected Akaike’s Information Criterion (c-AIC) score between successive breakpoint numbers (log scale). C: Plot
of the location of selective sweeps identified by SweeD (SD59) and OmegaPlus (OP59). D: Positively selected codons revealed by the MEME (blue) and
FUBAR (brown) algorithms. E: Significantly positively selected codons under both MEME (P-value<0.1) and FUBAR models (Posterior probability: 0.7)
Part. =Partition.
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Figure 6.  Pairwise ratios of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions among the viral
sequences. In red are the sequence pairs that evidenced positive selection (diversifying selection)
with a dN/dS>1, in grey pair evidencing neutral selection with dN/dS=1, and in blue are pairs
that experienced negative selection (purifying).
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Table 1.  Evidence of intensified selection (a K > 1 with P-value <0.05 indicate intensified
selection along the test branches) and episodic/pervasive selection along different test branch
sets of the viral phylogenetic tree

Number of sequences selected test  branches         K            P-value       Likelihood       P-value
                                                                                   (RELAX)    (RELAX)           ratio         BUSTED)

             (RELAX)

All 59 sequences - - - < 0.05
18 1.11 0.001 11.19 < 0.05
14 1.09 0.002 9.26 < 0.05
12 1.14 0 20.25 < 0.05
MK110656.1_UPV_KH71 (recombinant) 0.94 0.119NS 2.43 0.500NS

MH169565.1_BCMNV_N3 (major parent) 0.43 0.028 4.84 0.471NS

KM597070.1_WMV_RKG (minor parent) 0.6 0.066NS 3.39 0.155NS

Table 2.  Summary of the inferred aBSREL model complexity. Each row provides
information about the branches that were best described by the given number of É rate
categories

É rate classes      # of                % of                % of                 # under
                          branches         branches          tree length            selection

1 62 55% 0.06% 0
2 45 40% 95% 11
3 5 4.50% 4.90% 0

The detailed results for the 11 branches that were statistically significant (P-value <
0.05) for positive selection are not presented here (S2). Likelihood test ratios (LTR)
ranged from 990.3798 to 13.1628. Notably, the Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus
isolate MG-Avr (HQ880243.1) in Cluster 2 and RC1, the Bean common mosaic
virus isolate RU1M (KJ645793.1) in Cluster 1 and RC1, and the Bean common
mosaic virus isolate 1755a (KT175570.1) in Cluster 1 exhibited positive selection
on specific branches. Nodes 59 and 63 were identified as statistically significant
under positive selection by the aBSREL algorithm but did not show evidence of
positive selection, except for the Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus isolate MG-Avr
(HQ880243.1). These findings indicate that the UPV sequences did not experience
branch-level or gene-wide positive selection, although certain codon sites within this
sequence may have undergone positive selection.
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Codon-level selection pressures on the viral genomes

Codon-level selection algorithms were employed to investigate individual codons
undergoing positive selection on specific branches of the phylogeny. The MEME
algorithm identified 104 codons under diversifying selection at a p-value of 0.1, and
56 codons at a p-value of 0.05 (S3). The number of branches exhibiting selection at
these codons ranged from 6 to 0. There were 45 branches with an Empirical Bayes
Factor (EBF) > 100, indicating evidence of positive selection at the codons identified
by the MEME algorithm (S4). Out of these 45 branches, 43 were terminal branches
representing viral sequences. The Bean common mosaic virus cowpea isolate Y
(AJ312438) and the Bean common mosaic virus isolate NY15p (KT175568) had
the highest number of codons under selection (6 codons). The UPV sequence
(MK110656) showed positive selection at codons 2419 and 3230, while its major
parent (MH169565) and minor parent (KM597070) exhibited positive selection at
codons 2533 and 776, respectively.

The FUBAR algorithm identified five sites under pervasive positive/diversifying
selection, while 2949 sites showed pervasive negative/purifying selection with a
posterior probability threshold of 0.9. Similar to the observed selective sweeps,
positively selected sites detected by the MEME and FUBAR algorithms tended to
cluster around recombination breakpoints (Fig. 5D).

Conserved protein domains (CPD) enriched within the viral sequences

Conserved protein domains were found in all viral protein sequences, with some
unique to specific sequences, particularly in Cluster 2 of the phylogenetic tree (Fig.
7). Examples include the BRR2 and DEXHc_HrpA domains found exclusively in
UPV (MK1106565.1), and the comFa domain unique to the Watermelon mosaic
virus isolate RKG (KM597070.1), which is a potential minor parent of UPV. The
BRR2 domain is involved in replication, recombination, and repair, while
DEXHc_HrpA is part of the HrpB-HrpA secretion system important for virulence-
associated protein secretion. The comFa domain is associated with DNA uptake
and also involved in replication, recombination, and repair.

The Bean common mosaic necrosis virus isolate N3, a potential major parent of
UPV, and two other viruses in Cluster 2 (KY659305.1 and AB761400.1), however,
did not have unique domains. The UPV minor parent, isolate KM597070.1, shared
the DEXHc_DHX16 and DDXDc_reverse_gyrase domains with other WMV isolates
(EU660587.1, EU660580.1, and KT992070.1). DEXHc_DHX16 is likely involved
in pre-mRNA splicing, and reverse gyrase modifies DNA topology through ATP-
dependent positive supercoiling. The Cosavirus_rdpr domain, with RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase activity, was present in KM597070.1, UPV minor parent, and
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Figure 7. Sunburst of some conserved protein domains (inner circle bars) specific to
few viral sequences. The height of each rectangle is proportional to the bitscore (ranging
from 40.1313 to 54.3942) of the corresponding enriched conserved domain in the viral
sequence.
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          comFA

          Cosavirus_RdRp

          Crohivirus_RdRp

         DDXDc_rv_gyrase

           DEXHc_DHX16

           DEXHc_DHX33

           DEXHc_DHX37

          DEXHc_HrpA

           DEXHc_Ski2

          Dicipivirus_RdRp

other WMV isolates (KT992070.1 and EU660580.1) as well as CABMV isolates
(HQ880242 and HQ880243).

In contrast, the DEXHc_Ski2 domain was exclusively found in the Bean common
mosaic virus isolate Habin1 (KJ508092.1) and Cowpea aphid-borne mosaic virus
isolate 11K (MH844588.1) protein sequences. The DEXHc_Ski2 domain belongs
to the Ski2-like RNA helicases involved in RNA degradation, processing, and splicing.
These helicases are part of the type II DEAD box helicase superfamily, which includes
proteins involved in ATP-dependent RNA or DNA unwinding and contains the ATP-
binding region.
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Discussion

Analyzing 59 closely related full-length virus genomes has provided crucial insights
into the evolutionary forces shaping UPV. Previously, studies had shed light on the
recombination and evolutionary history of most plant potyviruses (Padhi and Ramu,
2011; Gell et al., 2015; Willemsen et al., 2018; Rao et al., 2020; Abdalla and Ali,
2021; Peng et al., 2021) but the evolutionary footprint of UPV, a recently
characterized virus associated with passion fruit woodiness disease remained poorly
understood. This information is vital for effectively managing the virus’ impact on
passion fruit productivity and commercialization (Ochwo-Ssemakula et al., 2012;
Bancy et al., 2019; Mbeyagala et al., 2019).

UPV shares similarity with BCMNV, a potyvirus causing symptoms in common bean
and other legume crops (Ochwo-Ssemakula et al., 2012; Wainaina et al., 2019;
Worrall et al., 2019; Sengooba et al., 1997).  BLASTN analysis confirmed the
close relationship between UPV and BCMNV isolates (Ochwo-Ssemakula et al.,
2012; Bancy et al., 2019; Mbeyagala et al., 2019). Recombination analysis revealed
UPV as a recombinant with BCMNV as the major parent and WMV as the minor
parent (Fred et al., 2017). Recombination events were also detected among other
viral sequences, supported by recombination breakpoints (Petrzik, 2019; Nagy, 2008;
Simon-Loriere and Holmes, 2011; Dolan et al., 2018). Previous studies on EAPV,
another virus associated with passion fruit woodiness disease, have also shown
evolutionary relationships with BCMV and BCMNV (Valli, López-Moya and García,
2007). Our findings emphasize the role of recombination in the emergence of new
virus isolates such as UPV, which may acquire new biological properties (Sztuba-
Soliñska et al., 2011; Green et al., 2017). The complex evolutionary journey of
UPV warrants further investigation (Nagy, 2008; Sztuba-Soliñska et al., 2011; White
et al., 2011; Miyashita, 2018; Bujarski and Kaesberg, 1986; Carpenter et al., 1995;
Ali et al., 2006; Nuss, 2011). Our study reveals a distinct clade formed by UPV and
BCMNV, highlighting the involvement of recombination in UPV’s evolution (Sztuba-
Soliñska et al., 2011).

Conserved protein domains, arising from mutations, recombination, and ligand
interactions, are crucial for viral genomes (Li et al., 2019; Brito and Pinney, 2020;
Aziz and Caetano-Anollés, 2021; Bordin et al., 2021). UPV possesses unique
conserved domains, including BRR2 involved in replication, recombination, and repair
(Rodamilans et al., 2018). The DEXHc_HrpA domain, shared with other potyviruses,
facilitates the secretion of virulence-associated proteins (Marsh and Teichmann, 2010).
Recombination and domain reshuffling contribute to protein evolution and complexity
(Vogel, Teichmann and Pereira-Leal, 2005). Recombination events between
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BCMNV and WMV, potentially through domain fusion, could have generated
recombinant conserved protein domains in UPV (Basu et al., 2009). The acquisition
of new domains and interactions may have enabled UPV to infect passion fruit (Vogel,
Teichmann and Pereira-Leal, 2005; Li et al., 2019). These changes likely occurred
in the polyprotein, which plays essential roles in transmission, host adaptation, and
infectivity (Adams et al., 2005; Lopez-Moya and Garcia, 2008; Cui and Wang,
2016; Rodamilans et al., 2018).

Our study identified selective sweeps near recombination breakpoints, indicating
recent beneficial mutations (Stephan, 2019). Selective sweeps occur when a beneficial
mutation spreads throughout a population, driven by positive selection (Messer and
Petrov, 2013). Positive selection, detected through codon-level and branch-level
selection pressure analyses, is associated with selective sweeps (Stephan, 2019).
Recombination interrupts genetic hitchhiking, allowing fixation of beneficial mutations
without significant reduction in genetic variation (Stephan, 2019; Ebert and Fields,
2020).

Pairwise sequence dN/dS (K) comparisons showed that viral sequences, including
UPV and its proposed parents, evolved under negative selection, except for two
pairs with clear evidence of positive selection (Stephan, 2019). Potyviruses are
generally subject to negative selection (Chiaki et al., 2016; Parizad et al., 2018;
Nigam et al., 2019; Gibbs et al., 2020; Moradi and Mehrvar, 2021). Intensified
selection was detected in some branches using the RELAX and BUSTED algorithms,
but individual testing of UPV and its parental sequences showed non-significant results
(Anisimova, 2019; Spielman et al., 2019). The aBSREL algorithm identified 11
branches with positive selection, including the major parent of UPV
(MH169565.1_BCMNV_N3) (Anisimova, 2019). MEME and FUBAR methods
detected codons under positive selection, suggesting their significance in host
colonization by potyviruses (Nigam et al., 2019). Although UPV and its parental
sequences did not explicitly show positive selection, these findings support the
emergence of new potyvirus species through positive selection and recombination
(Nigam et al., 2019; Forni et al., 2020). The role of positive selection, recombination,
and conserved protein domain gain in shaping UPV’s emergence warrants further
investigation.

Understanding viral pathogen emergence is crucial for effective crop protection
(Stephan, 2019). Recombination events and unique conserved protein domains in
UPV indicate a potential host shift and increased virulence (Rodamilans et al., 2018).
Monitoring viral populations, especially in intercropping systems, is vital due to mixed
infections and recombination (Marsh and Teichmann, 2010). Early detection of
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emerging viral pathogens like UPV facilitates deployment of appropriate management
strategies, including crop rotation, breeding for resistance, and targeted antiviral use.
Selective sweeps and positive selection in certain viral sequences imply ongoing
adaptation (Stephan, 2019). Monitoring genetic diversity and evolutionary dynamics
facilitates prediction of changes in virulence, host range, and resistance-breakdown
(Nigam et al., 2019). This knowledge guides the development of durable resistance
strategies and deployment of resistant cultivars, thus, safeguarding agricultural
production.

Conclusion

Our study shows UPV’s recombination from BCMNV, with minor input from WMV,
contributing to unique protein domains and potentially enhancing virulence.
Phylogenetic analysis supports UPV’s close relation to BCMNV, indicating a shared
evolutionary history. Selective sweeps and positive selection episodes suggest recent
changes and highlight viral evolution’s dynamic nature. These findings advance our
understanding of plant viral pathogen emergence and evolution, impacting virus
management and crop protection.

To advance our understanding of UPV and its evolutionary dynamics, the following
research recommendations are suggested: Include additional UPV isolate sequences:
Given that the study relied on only one UPV sequence, it is essential to prioritize the
inclusion of additional UPV isolate sequences in future research.  Expansion of the
dataset will significantly enhance the statistical robustness of evolutionary inferences,
enabling researchers to validate the findings and establish a more comprehensive
evolutionary relationship between UPV and other potyviruses. Investigate functional
implications and virus-host interactions: Further research should explore the functional
implications of genetic changes observed in UPV and investigate the resulting virus-
host interactions. Specifically, it is important to study the molecular interactions between
UPV’s adaptive factors and the defense mechanisms of passion fruit, as well as
potential hosts in the Cucurbitaceae, Fabaceae, Solanaceae, and Chenopodiaceae
families. These investigations will provide valuable insights into how UPV has adapted
to different hosts and contribute to the development of more effective management
strategies for UPV and woodiness disease in passion fruit. Addressing these
recommendations will strengthen our understanding of UPV’s evolution, its relationship
with other potyviruses, and the mechanisms underlying its interactions with host plants.
This knowledge will inform the development of targeted approaches for disease
management control and prevention, ultimately safeguarding passion fruit production
on a global scale.
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